editorial:
from a food history perspective (Ulrich Schwarz-Gräber, Peter Eigner)
‘Historians of food usually find it necessary to explain the significance
of their subject.’i
The contributions of this volume address a wide spectrum of different subjects: they
range from early modern citizen hospitals, to nineteenth-century urban population
growth, to repercussions of economic crises, to the labour movement, to post-war
society, to social labour and ecological sustainability. The connection between the
contributions is their food (history) perspective.
Food history is not (yet) a clearly defined field.ii As a research object, food
mixes up the traditional spectrum of the social world. In this field the differentiation of
society into different sections risks evaporating. Food as a research object produces a
history without adjectives, as Massimo Montanari once put it.iii Variables of human life
and coexistence that are usually examined separately from one another, from a food
history perspective, appear to be linked.iv Ecology, economy, institutions, politics and
religion come together and form a coherent set of issues.v Extensive historical trends
are linked with hunger, deprivation or indulgence of single individuals. Social
formations and its hierarchies, forms of power, rituals, symbolic orders are expressed
by physiological states.vi This list raises the question of whether, or to what extent, the
expanded scope of food history – one might get the sense of a histoire totale herevii – is
merely a sociology of science phenomenon that occurs with newly emerging research
field. Or does the nature of the research object food actually bring about a genuinely
new way of thinking history?viii Indicative of the latter are the ‘imperative norm of […]
not eating means dying’,ix the necessity of being available on a daily basis and the
integral role of food for the ‘metabolism of society’.x
For quite a while, historical research in food issues has experienced an ongoing
boom.xi It is by now well established in the academic arena, particularly in the French
and Anglo-American one, which is shown by the publication of several specialist
journalsxii and some handbooks.xiii In the German-speaking historiography this trend is
much less pronounced.xiv German-speaking food history was, and still is, tied to
individual researchers rather than research institutions.xv The fact that English-speaking
food history is the centre of this trend is also due to the rapid development of food

studies, an academic programme that is marked by crossing disciplinary boundaries.xvi
Particularly research studies by anthropologists and sociologists have resonated with
other disciplines.xvii
Moreover, inherent characteristics of the research object food feed into
researchers’ “insatiability”.xviii As a ‘social total phenomenon’,xix food is in opposition
to the analytical decomposition of social reality into different sections, the
differentiation between society and individual, the clear-cut distinction between man
and environment, the physical world and the semiotic system, between constant
development and the recurrent day. In this sense, Arjun Appadurai has aptly referred to
food as a ‘highly condensed social fact.’xx
Therefore, the food history perspective involves facing the challenges of this
compression and complex combination: issues of food weave together social
inequalities, political power relations, formation of cultural meaning, gender relations
and individual bodies.xxi Food history connects mega trends with physiological living
conditions and the everyday life of individuals.xxii Food as a research object has a high
level of “reactivity” towards all sections of societal and individual life.
Food studies often use the expression of ‘food as a lens’ or ‘food as a prism’,
through which certain issues and social circumstances can be seen.xxiii However, while
this optical metaphor seems to describe the food history perspective very fittingly, it
also has serious shortcomings. It easily reveals the paradoxical starting position of
every historical research that first must construct its subjects ‘as legitimate and coherent
objects of knowledge’ that it ‘claims to discover’.xxiv Referring to ‘lenses’ or ‘prisms’
does not contradict this; however, it implies a distance between researcher and research
object and thus conceals the constructed nature of research. Therefore, a food history
perspective does not only mean looking through a ‘lens’ that helps focus on certain
issues and social circumstances. It also includes placing the research object into the
context of food history.xxv And this “placing” impacts the research object. It does not
help distinguish the research object from others, rather rendering it frazzled and
resulting in discovering connections and interdependencies.xxvi Thus, the food history
perspective is also explorative – food history ‘always transcends itself to other fields
and topics of history.’xxvii

The questions and topics of the contributions to this volume are not necessarily
new. New, however, are their perspective and context and thus the attempt to discover
connections and entanglements. In his chapter, Martin Bruegel weaves together the
history of the organization of kitchen staff in Parisienne restaurants in the 1920s with
issues including health, professional hazards, discourses on hygiene, consumer
protection and state regulations. Proceeding from the backstage of the world famous
Paris restaurant trade, the working conditions of kitchen staff, Bruegel describes a
historical scenario where the fight for better working conditions by referring to national
culinary reputation, tourism and consumer protection proved an effective means to
attract public attention and against the government’s idleness. In doing so, Bruegel tells
the story of the Paris labour movement beyond classical labour movement topics such
as standard of living, working hours and wages: he demonstrates how, in their fight for
better working conditions, chefs skilfully tapped into the power of discourses and fears
about food to counterbalance asymmetries between their position and that of employers
and government.
In her contribution, Sarah Pichlkastner compares the food situation of early
modern public hospitals, experimenting with the controlled use of an anachronism.xxviii
By creating the categories availability, access, usage and stability from present
indicators of food security according to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations, she analyses the handling of food and the food situation in these
welfare publications, which were also economic enterprises. The complex concept of
food security, which focuses on connections between production, procurement,
distribution and consumption allows us to better describe the complex nature of public
hospitals.
Both Jonas Albrecht and Maximilian Martsch, in their contributions, work from
a food history perspective in order to paint a more differentiated picture of societal and
economic transformations over the course of the nineteenth century. Jonas Albrecht’s
study on changes in bread supply in Vienna during the pre-March period joins the ranks
of recent research that concerns itself with supply structures of rapidly growing
nineteenth-century metropolises.xxix The contribution centres on repercussions of
urbanization and political regulations on the bakery trade. It describes the
differentiation of two different supply structures until the mid-century: that of guild
bakers and that of country bakers. The former were subject to strict regulations, the

latter operated in a more liberal production environment. By situating these two supply
structures in urbanistic terms, Albrecht can demonstrate how they not only coexisted
but also complemented one another. Although they belonged to opposite sides of the
existing economic political spectrum, they had different functions within the context of
bread supply for the growing population of the city.
With a similar focus on the growing metropolis Vienna, Maximilian Martsch
examines the founders’ crisis of the mid-1870s from a food history perspective. He
follows Roman Sandgruber’s assumption of the susceptibility of food to economic
cycles, which became particularly apparent when ‘in times of crisis meat rapidly
vanished from the menu’.xxx Thus Martsch is looking for indications that the founders’
crisis influenced meat consumption. According to the analysis of contemporary
statistics and reports it appears that the crisis had no bearings on the development of
meat consumption in the Vienna metropolitan area. Alongside consumption, the
chapter is concerned with the market and supply system of the city as well as
transregional trade and production chains in order to examine these elements of the
food chains for indications of the crisis. Martsch can demonstrate that neither long-term
transformations in retail and the organization of the market, nor changes in
transregional trade and production chains showed any signs of a direct impact of the
economic crisis. Except for the specific question of how to place the crisis into context,
this study on meat shows that the food history perspective can render the interaction of
different sectors of the economy accessible to analysis and connect local and
transregional trends.
Bernhard Bachinger presents a research report on social conditions in the Soviet
occupation zone in Austria during the immediate post-war period, which are still
comparatively scarcely investigated. He develops research approaches that focus on
food supply, the key social topic of the time, in order to relate political zones of conflict
to the actions of provisional authorities and people’s strategies for survival. His indepth overview, with an emphasis on people and referred to as “displaced persons”, not
only points towards research desiderata but also suggests that a precise empirical
reconstruction of the tumultuous and violent conditions, particularly in respect to
informal and partly illegal means of procuring food, can provide an important
contribution to the problematic politics of history of post-war Austria.

In her contribution, the sociologist Veronika Reidinger leads us into the present,
addressing meeting points between food studies informed by social and cultural science
and social sciences. A systematic connection of these two areas has yet to be developed.
Reidinger identifies research desiderata and emphasizes that the connection of both
approaches can provide a mutually reflective potential. Her theoretically informed
‘survey’ through different eating situations of the daily relationship routine (of social
work) is concerned with practices of inclusion and exclusion and with the impacts of
powerful health and body discourses. She also touches upon institutional shifts in the
recent past, which establish compassion-economic supply structures in the field of
welfare state arrangements and often consolidate inequality. The contribution reveals
power relations that permeate the arena of meals under the care of social work and
advocates making food the subject of professional reflection within social work. In
doing so, Reidinger aims to counter the risk of carelessly perpetuating power effects
mediated through food.
The artists Honey & Bunny, Martin Hablesreiter and Sonja Stummerer, describe
their reflections on our current food culture.xxxi Their essay refers to the exhibition
Market of Externalities, an Arts & Science Project, which they organized in the Museo
Nazionale della Scienza Leonardo da Vinci in Milan in 2017. They explore to what
extent sensually tangible Eat Art, which addresses our food culture and its scientifically
proven global political and ecological consequences, can create irritations and thus
initiate reflection and change.
‘Food causes a stir, in every respect’, write Martin Hablesreiter and Sonja
Stummerer. In a similar vein, Warren Belasco, in his description of the field of food
history, askes: what could be more personal and, at the same time, more political than
the question of where our food comes from.xxxii In the editorial of the first issue of the
journal Food & History, Massimo Montanari argues that the renewed interest of
historians in food is fuelled not only by their curiosity but also by pressing questions of
our present in respect to food.xxxiii Indeed, our society seems to increasingly look
beyond its own nose as far as food and eating are concerned. The extreme economic
inequality in our society, the use of limited resources and insecurities regarding one’s
own lifestyle within an individualized consumer society are often discussed in the
context of our current food system and eating diet practices.xxxiv
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Geschichtswissenschaft, which explicitly focuses on food history. However, by
transcending disciplinary boundaries, emphasizing a strong reference of historiography
to the present time as well as examining power relations that reach far into everyday
working and living conditions, the recent food history is an excellent fit for the journal
and its programme, as expressed in 1990.xxxv
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